
LENGUA TACOS
Prepares 6-8 Tacos per tongue

Tongue is so often overlooked, it 
outta be a crime. Laden with 
intramuscular fat, it is one of the 
most tender and flavorful parts of 
any animal. Let's cook one!

To Begin, heat water bath to 170 
degrees.

Set your Lengua seasonings and 
ingredients aside.

I used:
• 1 Elk Tongue (Beef Tongue is a 

fine substitute)
• Kosher salt
• Ground pepper
• Chipotle peppers in Adobo sauce
• Bacon grease
• 2oz Bourbon

Prep Time: 20 Minutes
Cook Time: 24-48 Hours

Get your taco fixings ready!



The first step of tongue preparation is to give it a quick once-over 
cleaning and rinse. Before seasoning I often trim any of the 

prickly looking soft rubbery seeming parts around the edge.

Once it’s cleaned you should let it air dry for 10 minutes or so 

(patting dry works as well and can be quicker). I start to season 
by rubbing bacon grease over the surfaces of the tongue to allow 
seasonings to adhere to the dry surface. Liberally season with the 
kosher salt and ground pepper.

At this point place the seasoned tongue in the cooking bag. Once 
in the bag, I add 4-5 adobo chipotles and about 3oz of the adobo 
sauce from the can of chipotles. To finish off I add the shot of 
bourbon to help tenderize.

Now that the tongue is cleaned, seasoned, and all ingredients are 
in the bag- time to seal it up.



With such potential for this tongue, we are going 
to rely on a low and slow cook time. At 170 
degrees Fahrenheit, we'll aim for between 24 and 
48 hours of cooking. I like to start with the 
tongue in the bath on Friday at 8pm so I can 
take it out at 12:00 noon on Sunday.

Once the cook time finally ends, drop the bag in 
an ice bath to rapidly cool the tongue down for 
the next step

Remove tongue from bag, but save the contents of 
the bag! Do not discard! Pour the adobo liquid 
and chipotle peppers in a skillet to be used for 
the final cooking step. Start to bring the skillet to 
a simmer while you work on the tongue in the 
next couple of steps.

Save the liquid and chipotles from the bag for later!



A few short steps remain before you can start building sensational lengua tacos! The first step after 
rapidly cooling the tongue, is to peel it. You can cut longways and peel the tongue one half at a time, 
or just grab the edges and start to remove the skin that way. It comes off easily. Discard peeled skin.



CHOP THAT TONGUE UP

Onwards towards the finish line! Chop the tongue up into 
roughly ½" square cubes. Once that’s done, toss the cubed 
meat into the skillet with the liquid and chipotle peppers 
from the bag. Now, we braise. Cook until the tongue is warm 
and most of the liquid should be cooked off or absorbed back 
into the meat.



Before you take the bag out of the water bath, 

gather your favorite taco ingredients for once 
you've finished the tongue. Things you may or may 

not want to include: avocado/guacamole, cilantro, 

onion, peppers, salsa, tomatoes, sour cream, cheese, 

hot sauce, tortillas, lettuce.. Etc.

When the meat is done braising, build a few 
tacos and share with friends and family!


